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Who We Are

Principal’s Welcome

Welcome to Secondary
Every new year brings with it exciting opportunities and experiences. 2020/21 will be a year where the complex
challenges of last year form the basis for us to rise with new insights and perspectives and enrich our learning
environment. We have adapted, diversified and built a program that will empower students in their choices and
provide the necessary structures to be engaged and energized. We again welcome new students, parents and
teachers to our community and know they will feel welcomed and excited about their learning at ISHCMC.
Our learning environment will empower our students to engage with their learning and flourish as individuals. As
with any developing school we will experience some bumps along the way and continue to be proactive in devising
plans that offset these disruptions to learning, and will continue our commitment to communicate frequently with
you. This handbook sets out the basis of key practices and processes.
For a community to thrive there are a wide variety of elements that need to work in harmony and this is all
encapsulated by the understanding safety is paramount and the only aspect that surpasses the opportunity to
learn.
To ensure the safety of our students at ISHCMC we set appropriate expectations and create practices that ensure
a caring nurturing environment – one in which we care for others, ourselves, our world and realize that we are
also cared for and supported whatever the situation. In any complex community, particularly one that transcends
many cultures, it is important to have boundaries that ensure the safety of each and every individual.
Communication is critical to the success of any community and this handbook is an important tool in bringing
together students, their families and our teachers. It is imperative that the lines of communication remain open
and respectful at all times and therefore please take the opportunity to seek out a teacher for a dialogue about
something that you think has gone particularly well or something where we can improve – we are all learners,
whether we are teachers, parents or students.
Learning takes many forms and happens in the classroom, corridors, practice rooms, sporting venues, at home
and in the virtual world. It is hoped that this year our students will take pride in developing new skills and honing
others that are critical in developing 21st century global citizens who appreciate that they can make a difference
through their actions and relationships.
Everyone at ISHCMC looks forward to a year filled with positive interactions, engaging conversations and cultural
understanding which ultimately leads to a sense of accomplishment and fulfillment. Please feel free to contact
anyone in the Secondary school about any information contained in this useful handbook.
Will Hurtado
Secondary Principal
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Mission and Vision
Mission
As an IB World School, ISHCMC constructs a Culture of Achievement in an environment where students are
energized, engaged and empowered to become active participants in their communities.

Vision
ISHCMC’s vision is to be widely recognized as a school that nurtures a creative and collaborative learning
environment in which students and teachers seek to achieve beyond their goals, flourish as individuals, display
compassion, embrace challenge, take principled action on local and global issues and enjoy being part of their
community.

Values
At ISHCMC we value:
• Individual learners
• Creative and inquiring thinkers
• Learning beyond the classroom
• International mindedness
• Reflection and goal-setting
• Collaboration and connectivity
• Environmental sustainability
• Healthy and mindful choices
• Honest and principled actions

ISHCMC Principles of Learning
At ISHCMC teaching and learning is guided by our Principles of Learning. These principles underpin what we
describe as expert practice. They inform planning and, in the very best teaching, ‘interleave’ together to give the
impression of classroom learning which is smooth, immersive and sustained. Expert teachers no longer need to
draw on these principles in a mechanistic way. They do not jump from one to the other. Their appreciation of
what is at the core of great learning has evolved – allowing them to plan, deliver, evaluate and improve classroom
learning whilst being fully focused on the needs of the learners. We believe:
• All learners are capable of achieving their goals in a guided environment where there is an appropriate balance of standards, challenge and support.
• Learning builds on prior knowledge and experiences and is contextual, meaningful and valuable.
• Learning is an active process that takes time and is strengthened through opportunities for errors, practice,
reflection, and further revision of ideas.
• Motivation is a key factor in learning.
• Learning is effective when differentiated.
• Learning should take place in a safe engaging environment.
• Learning should encompass the personal, local and global, aiming to make for a better worl
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The aim of all IB programmes is to develop internationally minded people who, recognizing their
common humanity and shared guardianship of the planet, help to create a better and more peaceful world.
As IB learners we strive to be:
We nurture our curiosity, developing skills for inquiry and
research. We know how to learn independently and with others.
We learn with enthusiasm and sustain our love of learning
throughout life.

We critically appreciate our own cultures and personal histories, as
well as the values and traditions of others. We seek and evaluate a
range of points of view, and we are willing to grow from the
experience.

We develop and use conceptual understanding, exploring
knowledge across a range of disciplines. We engage with issues
and ideas that have local and global significance.

We show empathy, compassion and respect. We have a
commitment to service, and we act to make a positive difference
in the lives of others and in the world around us.

We use critical and creative thinking skills to analyse and take
responsible action on complex problems. We exercise initiative in
making reasoned, ethical decisions.

We approach uncertainty with forethought and determination;
we work independently and cooperatively to explore new ideas
and innovative strategies. We are resourceful and resilient in the
face of challenges and change.

We express ourselves confidently and creatively in more than
one language and in many ways. We collaborate effectively,
listening carefully to the perspectives of other individuals and
groups.
We act with integrity and honesty, with a strong sense of fairness
and justice, and with respect for the dignity and rights of people
everywhere. We take responsibility for our actions and their
consequences.

We understand the importance of balancing different aspects of
our lives—intellectual, physical, and emotional—to achieve
wellbeing for ourselves and others. We recognize our interdependence
with other people and with the world in which we live.
We thoughtfully consider the world and our own ideas and
experience. We work to understand our strengths and weaknesses
in order to support our learning and personal development.

The IB learner profile represents 10 attributes valued by IB World Schools. We believe these attributes, and others like
them, can help individuals and groups become responsible members of local, national and global communities.
3
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Learning at ISHCMC
What is an International Baccalaureate (IB)
education
An IB education is unique because of its rigorous academic standards and its holistic approach to education. IB
programmes challenge students to excel not only in their learning but also in their personal growth. The IB believes
that together we can help to prepare students for living in a complex, highly interconnected world.
Inquiry is central to all teaching and learning in the IB. The inquiry model builds on students’ prior knowledge and
enables students to think critically, raise their own questions and develop their research skills. As an IB learner,
students are also encouraged to apply what they have learned to take meaningful action in their local communities.
Integral to all learning in the IB programmes are the ‘approaches to learning’ (ATL) skills. Students develop, practice
and master these ATL skills throughout the Secondary school. The ATL skills are the vehicle by which students
develop their Learner Profile characteristics, and empower them for a lifetime of learning, both independently and
in collaboration with others.

The IB at ISHCMC
ISHCMC offers three IB programmes: the Primary
Years Programme (PYP), the Middle Years Programme
(MYP) and the Diploma Programme (DP). Compared
to all international schools in Ho Chi Minh City, we are
proud to have the longest history of graduating IB
Diploma students.

Assessment
Philosophy of Assessment
Our assessment philosophy is in line with the IB
Programmes, and is aligned with our school’s mission,
vision, and stated ‘Principles of Learning’: energised,
engaged and empowered. (see page 7).

IB Middle Year Programme Model

What is assessment?
ISHCMC believes assessment is an ongoing component of all teaching and learning that provides actionable and
timely feedback for students on the learning process. A diversity of strategies are employed to appraise a broad
range of concepts, knowledge and skills at a variety of levels of understanding in a way that is accessible to all
learners. The data obtained from assessment is also used to inform teacher planning and classroom practice, and
to update parents on their children’s learning.
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Types of assessment

Assessment FOR learning - occurs when
teachers use inferences about student
progress to inform their teaching

for

as
of

Assessment AS learning - occurs
when students reflect on and monitor their
progress to inform their future learning goals
Assessment OF learning - occurs when
teachers use evidence of student learning to
make judgements on student achievement
against goals and standards.

Assessment in the MYP
An ongoing, holistic process is used to address the MYP objectives in each of the eight subject groups. Formative
tasks are used to practise skills and generate feedback to students in advance of summative tasks. For reporting
purposes, all students are assessed at least once against all four criteria in all eight subjects by the end of the first
semester, and at least twice by the end of the academic year. Teachers draw on a range of assessment tasks
throughout the year to calculate ‘best fit’ grades, using the published IB criteria. In addition, teachers differentiate,
individualize and personalize assessment tasks via additional scaffolding and extension.

Assessment in the DP
All students will be assessed 2 - 3 times at Standard Level and 3 - 4 times at Higher Level per semester. Teachers
use evidence from a range of assessment tasks through the year to make a professional and informed judgment
to calculate ‘best fit’ grades.

Externally Standardized Assessment at ISHCMC
Standardized tests are designed to give a common measure of students’ performance. The Secondary school
administers the following standardized assessments:
Measure of Academic Progress Testing (MAP)
The MAP test is a computerized adaptive test which helps teachers and administrators improve learning for all
students and make informed decisions to promote a child’s academic growth. At ISHCMC, students in Grades
6-10 take MAP tests in Maths and English. MAP tests are held near the commencement of semester one and in the
middle of semester two.
Grade 12 IB Diploma External Examinations
Students take IB DP examinations in May of their final year after completing their two-year courses. These
assessments are externally assessed and moderated which means there is a high degree of objectivity and
reliability. Results for IB DP examinations are available on 6th July each year to the Grade 12 students.
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Assessment Feedback
At ISHCMC we believe that timely and actionable written feedback is the most effective way to influence student
learning. Such feedback helps students to deepen their learning, and to help them build evidence and develop
individualised learning goals. It also gives parents the opportunity for a dialogue with their son/daughter about
their levels of achievement.
Rather than relying on traditional end of semester information on student progress we provide detailed,
individualised written comments on assessments via SEQTA. This ensures that comments are more frequent and
current, and removes the time lag between students undertaking important assessments and the feedback being
accessible to parents. Please be aware that feedback:
• Is provided within 10 - 15 days of the assessment’s due date
• Is available for parents via SEQTA Engage

Reporting
The reporting system and procedures for ISHCMC Secondary reinforce the values of the IB programmes. ISHCMC
Secondary has two reporting periods:
August to January (semester one)
February to June (semester two)
Learning Update reports are issued mid-semester one (October) and mid-semester two (April), indicating progress
to date. The DP Learning Updates include judgements on ATL skills and current levels of achievement. The MYP
Learning Update in October includes judgements on relevant ATL skills for the first units of inquiry. The second one
in April includes both judgements on ATL skills and levels of achievement in the different subject criteria.
Evaluation of Learning reports are issued at the end of each semester and include an overview of all subject
achievement grades, as well as:
• Judgements on a student’s ATL skills
• Grades 6 -10: levels of achievement for all assessment criteria
• Grade 11 & 12 levels of achievement against published assessment criteria/markbands.

Teacher-to-teacher standardization of assessments
Standardization is the process whereby teachers share their expectations and understanding of criteria and
standards in order to achieve consistency in their decisions about assessment of student learning. Standardization
helps teachers to increase the reliability and consistency of the assessment data gathered.

Learning at Home
Homework is part of the formative process of learning. Although it does not take the place of effective teaching, it
supports students’ learning by reinforcing, extending and enriching classroom learning. Homework will be issued
by the classroom teacher, and support students in organizing their time to complete it.
Students are expected to manage their homework schedules and should not leave work to the very last minute
to be completed. If students are faced with too much work at any given time, they are encouraged to talk to their
teachers in order to resolve the issue and adjust deadlines.
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Academic Procedures
Late Work Policy
At ISHCMC it is the expectation that all assessments and homework are completed and submitted by set
deadlines. All students must make the utmost effort to adhere to these. Below are the procedures ISHCMC
implements in the case of late work.

Academic Intervention
When students struggle, we want to support them to get back on track as soon as possible. Communication is
key so students, teachers, parents and members of the leadership team can intervene as needed.
If a student does not submit work on time, the teacher will schedule a time with the student to come to Academic
Intervention before or after school in the teacher’s room or in the Academic Intervention room. The teacher and
student will discuss the date, time and location so expectations are clear to the student. Teachers will use SEQTA
to notify the parent that the student is requested for Academic Intervention; this is optional for students in Grade
11 and 12, but highly encouraged.
If the work is completed before the Academic Intervention session, the student must still attend the session
for missing the deadline. The teacher can extend Academic Intervention for up to two days if the work is not
completed. That is, if an assessment is due on Tuesday, a teacher can extend a deadline to Thursday. After two
days of Academic Intervention, the student will submit the work requested, whether it is complete or not, so the
teacher can provide timely feedback and the student does not get behind in other classes.
If a student does not attend Academic Intervention as requested, the Grade Level Leader, MYP Coordinator,
DP Coordinator or one of the two Assistant Principals of Wellbeing will intervene with the student, parent and
teacher as needed.

Internal Assessment for the IB Diploma Programme
Should a student miss a IB Diploma Internal Assessment (IA) deadline, including Extended Essay (EE) or Theory
of Knowledge (TOK) deadlines, without a school-validated excused absence they will receive a compulsory inschool suspension. Parents will be informed via email or phone call. This suspension will take place on the day
following the missed assessment deadline. By the end of the suspension, the student will be expected to submit
the IA task, whether it has been completed or not. The detentions are administered in the Diploma Coordinator’s
office. If the student is unable to complete the IA within the negotiated time frame, the student may forfeit their
registration for the full IB Diploma.

Retaking Assessments
Assessments given should be sufficient to provide a clear picture of a student’s level of achievement and provide
sufficient evidence for the relevant Learning Update and Evaluation of Learning, using the ‘best-fit’ approach.
Unless there are exceptional circumstances, there is no opportunity provided for students to retake assessments
that have been graded. Once an assessment has been graded, the grade is final.

Extra Credit
There is no provision for students to gain extra credit. Extra credit is defined as an opportunity offered by a
teacher which allows students to improve their current overall grade or a grade received in a specific assessment.
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An Academic Contract
After teachers have completed the Learning Updates and Evaluations of Learning for students, administration
will analyse the grades for each criteria within courses. If there are academic concerns, the IB Programme
Coordinator will contact the teacher(s) and ask for their judgement concerning the reasons and whether an
‘Academic Contract’ benefits the student. This will consist of a detailed schedule aimed at enabling the student
to manage their learning. It is created by teachers in conjunction with the relevant IB Programme Coordinator
and will focus on creating an individualised plan for learning.

Learning at ISHCMC

The ‘Academic Contract’ for a student is managed by the relevant IB Programme Coordinator and Grade Level
Leader who will liaise with the student and parents to evaluate and monitor the student’s progress. The student
is responsible for fulfilling the contract terms. If the teachers involved in the contract are concerned that the
student is not fulfilling these terms, the IB Programme Coordinator will involve the relevant Assistant Principal of
Wellbeing (or the Principal) to address the issue.

Academic Integrity
Academic integrity is a key facet of the IB Learner Profile, and in developing the approaches to learning (ATL)
skills of self-management, critical thinking and research of all ISHCMC learners. At ISHCMC, we need to learn
in a fair and honest way so that we take personal responsibility for our learning. To do this, students need to
understand how to avoid:
Plagiarism
When a student uses someone else’s ideas or work and claims it as his/her own, or doesn’t acknowledge where
someone else’s idea or work came from.
Collusion
When a student allows their work to be copied or shared with another and vice versa (unless it is a collaborative
piece of work)
It is expected that students will demonstrate academic integrity at all times as outlined in the school policy.
Each student in the Secondary school is asked to sign off on this policy on enrolment at the school. ISHCMC also
believes that it is the shared responsibility of teachers, students and parents to learn how to avoid academic
misconduct.
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Consequences of academic misconduct in the Secondary school
IB Diploma students must formally acknowledge the IB’s academic integrity policy. There are serious
consequences levied by the International Baccalaureate Organization for academic malpractice. If there is a
concern about academic integrity the IB Coordinator should be notified immediately. As an IB World School,
ISHCMC takes this matter very seriously. Students found to have submitted plagiarized or dishonestly produced
academic work assessed by the IBO will fail to receive a grade in the subject concerned, and will fail to receive
an IB diploma as a result.
For all Secondary students, the following internal sanctions will be imposed:
Level One
Level one infringement includes but is not limited to:
• Plagiarism (see above)
• Collusion (see above)
• Using an external source to complete significant amounts of a student’s work
• Looking on another’s test or quiz paper
• Letting another student look on a test or a quiz paper
Level one infringement will lead to the following course of action:
First Instance
• A notification of the situation will be sent to the relevant Programme Coordinator from the teacher
involved; he/she will follow up.
• Parents will be informed if the academic misconduct involved a piece of work intended for external
assessment by the IB (Personal Project, DP Internal Assessment).
• The piece of work will need to be re-submitted to a satisfactory standard with all evidence of malpractice
removed.
• A record of the malpractice will be recorded on SEQTA.
Second Instance
• The Programme Coordinator will communicate to the student’s parents explaining the violation and
consequences of any further academic misconduct.
• The piece of work will need to be re-submitted to a satisfactory standard with all evidence of malpractice
removed.
• A record of the malpractice will be recorded on SEQTA.
Third Instance
• A meeting with the parents and the student will take place with the Programme Coordinator, and the
student will be placed on a behavioral contract.
• Depending on the nature of the malpractice, the student could be given a one day suspension from school.
• The event will be placed on the permanent record of the student and included on any college or university
transcript that is requested.
• A record of the malpractice will be recorded on SEQTA.
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If further instances occur, the Secondary Principal/Programme Coordinator will take action on a case-by-case
basis.
Level Two
Level Two infringements are severe and will be dealt with by the teacher, the Assistant Principal and Programme
Coordinator, and/or the Secondary Principal.
These include, but are not limited to:
• Cheating in a formal examination or assessment
• Taking any part of a test to use or give to others
• Secret or illegal cooperation or conspiracy, especially in order to cheat or deceive others.
These will lead to the following course of action:
• A one day suspension from school
• Placement on a behavioral contract
• Ineligibility for any academic awards at the end of the year
Level Three
Level three violations are extreme and will be investigated by the Senior Leadership Team.
These would be but are not limited to:
• Stealing examinations
• Entering a teacher’s computer without permission
• Altering grades on a computer database
• Falsifying school reports or transcripts
• Academic misconduct during the IB Diploma examinations in May
Decisions of the consequences on these will be made by the Head of School.
Please refer to the Academic Integrity policy for further information.

Secondary School Handbook 2020 - 2021
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Life at ISHCMC
The School Day
The Secondary school structure applies to students in all Grades, 6-12. We operate a 10 day rotating schedule and
there are 4 lessons each day of the cycle of 70 minutes each. For lesson 3 each day, an additional five minutes is
added to class for mindfulness. The Secondary school structure applies to students in all Grades, 6-12. We operate
a 10 day rotating schedule and there are 4 lessons each day of the cycle of 70 minutes each. For lesson 3 each day,
an additional five minutes is added to class for mindfulness.

Campus Open Schedule
7:30am - 8:30am

Subject Support
Before School Activities
Office Hours

8:45am - 8:55am

Homeroom

9:00am - 10:10am

Lesson 1

10:10am - 10:30am

Break

10:30am - 11:40am

Lesson 2

Subject Support: Students self-select
(or are assigned by teachers). Each
subject support session is focused on a
specific IB group or area of the school.
Before & After School Activities:
Students can sign up for teacherled extra-curricular activities. This is
organized by the Athletics Director and
Co-Curricular Coordinator.
Homeroom: Students check in with
advisors, hear announcements and
record attendance.

11:40am - 12:15pm

MS Lunch

11:45am - 12:15pm

HS 3E

12:20pm - 12:50pm

MS 3E

12:15pm - 12:50pm

HS Lunch

12:55pm - 2:10pm

Lesson 3 (Includes mindfulness)

2:10pm - 2:20pm

Break

2:20pm - 3:30pm

Lesson 4

3:30pm
3:40pm - 4:40pm

3E: Students extend their learning,
prepare for classes or complete
assessments with their advisory cohort.
This time will also be used for weekly
Advisory lessons focusing on social/
emotional curriculum. When needed, 3E
time will also be used flexibly for events,
assemblies, and approved student
advocacy initiatives.

Student Dismissal
Subject Support
After School Activities

Families should make appropriate arrangements to ensure students are present on campus at least 10 minutes
before the start of the school day at 8:50am. Parents should notify the school if their child is arriving late. When
the student arrives, the student must sign in at the Secondary office. The Uniform Shop closes at 5:00pm and the
Information and Media Center closes at 6:00pm. Unless students are participating in school-sponsored activities
or tutorials, all pupils are expected to leave campus upon dismissal.
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Communities that communicate freely and with transparency are effective ones. It is important that all members of our community understand where to go for assistance, advice and how to find pertinent information
concerning learning in ISHCMC. Making use of the appropriate channels of communication helps to facilitate
efficient use of time and provides maximum support
for the learning in our school. More formal communication between students, parents and teachers happens
throughout the year through Three-Way Conferences
and Student-Led Conferences.
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ISHCMC to your Home
ISHCMC Secondary school uses a variety of ways to communicate with you:
• SEQTA – SEQTA Learn for Students and SEQTA Engage for Parents are the educational platforms used for
learning and communication - more information will be provided to parents during the first semester
• ISHCMC Insights — A weekly newsletter emailed to parents about upcoming events and other important
information. This is usually sent on Fridays. If you do not receive this please contact:
communications@ishcmc.edu.vn
• School website — www.ishcmc.com
• Social Media — ISHCMC Facebook page provides photos and stories of daily life at ISHCMC as well as upcoming events https://www.facebook.com/ISHCMC. Follow us on Twitter too, @ISHCMC_life
• Coffee Mornings — the Secondary school hosts coffee mornings presented by Principals and Specialists.
Please join us to find out more about learning at ISHCMC.
• If you experience any issues with our online sites please contact HelpDesk@ishcmc.edu.vn for assistance.

From Home to ISHCMC
There are always times during a school year when you may need to contact school. This is absolutely encouraged
to ensure transparency and openness in our communication. Each student has an advisory teacher who can help
with any question, but please use the chart on the next page to reach the appropriate person through SEQTA
direct messages.

Question or
Concern

1st Point
of Contact

2nd Point
of Contact

3rd Point
of Contact

Attendance Issues

Ms. Nhu Trinh Nguyen
TrinhNguyen@ishcmc.edu.vn

Advisory
Teacher

Assistant Principal please see the next page

Health Issues

Health and Wellness Center
Nurse@ishcmc.edu.vn

Advisory
Teacher

Assistant Principal please see the next page

Specific Subject Teacher

Advisory
Teacher

MYP Coordinator:
Mr. Simon Scoones
SimonScoones@ishcmc.edu.vn

Specific Subject Teacher

Advisory
Teacher

DP Coordinator:
Ms. Laney Rweyemamu
LaneyRweyemamu@ishcmc.edu.vn

Academic Issues
Grade 6-10
Academic Issues
Grade 11-12
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Personal, Social and
Emotional Issues, including
counseling

Counselor please see the next page

Advisory
Teacher

Assistant Principal please see the below

Learning Support Services,
including EAL

Ms. Jasmin Wandell
JasminWandell@ishcmc.edu.vn

Advisory
Teacher

Assistant Principal please see the below

Personal Project or
Extended Essay

Ms. Laney Rweyemamu
LaneyRweyemamu@ishcmc.edu.vn

Advisory
Teacher

Assistant Principal please see the below

CAS
Service

Mr. Dominic Verwey
DominicVerwey@ishcmc.edu.vn

Advisory
Teacher

Assistant Principal please see the below

CAS
Activities and Athletics

Mr. Ramon Ornelas
RamonOrnelas@ishcmc.edu.vn

Advisory
Teacher

Assistant Principal please see the below

CAS
Arts/Music

Ms. Monica Hwang
MonicahWang@ishcmc.edu.vn

Advisory
Teacher

Assistant Principal please see the below

Grade Level Leaders
The ‘Grade Level Leader’ is responsible for leading the development of a grade to establish and execute clear
grade-level plans and respond to issues of academic performance, behaviour concerns, etc. within the grade. The
Grade Level Leader makes sure that all students are provided with an environment where they can grow, challenge themselves, and take risks.

Further Support for Students by Grade Level
Grade

Grade Leader

6

Mr. Kevin Mount
KevinMount@ishcmc.edu.vn

7

Ms. Danielle Waldraff
DanielleWaldraff@ishcmc.edu.vn

8

Mr. Tim Bartle
TimothyBartle@ishcmc.edu.vn

9

Ms. Anh Ha Thi Van:
AnhHa@ishcmc.edu.vn

10

Ms. Juliet Markis
JulietMarkis@ishcmc.edu.vn

11

Ms. Marie-Theres Whitehead
MarieTheresWhitehead@ishcmc.edu.vn

12

Ms. Emily Heys
EmilyHeys@ishcmc.edu.vn

Counselor

Assistant Principal

Mr. Brett Arnold
BrettArnold@ishcmc.edu.vn

Ms. Joanne Smith
JoanneSmith@ishcmc.edu.vn

Mr. Dylan Citrin
DylanCitrin@ishcmc.edu.vn
Mr. Dylan Citrin
DylanCitrin@ishcmc.edu.vn
Ms. Kari Withers
KariWithers@ishcmc.edu.vn

Parent Teacher Organization (PTO)
The ISHCMC PTO is open to all parents and teachers at ISHCMC and membership is free. The PTO organizes
events, the Saturday morning sports program, runs the Rhino Booster club, welcomes new families. The PTO is
very active in ISHCMC life and is a great way to meet people and get involved. You can contact the PTO at PTO@
ishcmc.edu.vn
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Our Uniform
At the start of each year all students are given a starter uniform pack. Further items can be purchased throughout
the year from the ISHCMC uniform shop. Students are expected to wear current school uniform styles. Items of
clothing that have not been purchased from the school shop are not acceptable. Students who are out of uniform
will be asked to change into the appropriate uniform, purchase the appropriate uniform, or have clothes delivered
from home. The school’s leadership team reserves final judgment on issues related to dress code and appropriateness. Repeated violations of school uniform expectations may lead to a parent conference and/or behavior
contract. Students wearing the school uniform on and off campus, must uphold and respect the school Code of
Conduct as well as school values.

Uniform items
• Blue polo shirts are worn in Grades 6-10, and white polo shirts in Grades 11-12. All students must wear their
school shirts at all times, regardless if they are wearing a school sweater or hoodie.
• Students can wear plaid or grey skirts or shorts. The length of skirts or shorts must extend below the student’s fingertips when the student’s arms are extended at the student’s sides.
• Pants (trousers) for boys or girls must be straight legged, colored grey or navy-blue. Denim or tight fitting
pants (trousers) are unacceptable.
• On Thursday, all students must wear their ISHCMC House shirt to school. Students may wear PE shorts on
these days
• Students can wear long sleeve school issued v-neck sweaters, Rhino Hut school themed hoodies, or sweatshirts and jackets specifically connected with ISHCMC (ISHCMC teams, ISHCMC clubs, etc.) except for the PE
uniform – please see PE uniform below. Grade 12 Students can also wear senior hoodies.
• When representing ISHCMC off-campus, students should wear the approved travel uniform - ISHCMC travel
shirt (bought from the Rhino Hut), black trousers, skirt, shorts, and athletic shoes.
• Athletic shoes are the preferred footwear; flip-flops and open sandals may not be worn.
• Except in the main building, students can wear a hat of their choice or purchase one from the Rhino Hut.

PE Uniform
PE uniforms are available from the uniform shop. Students are expected to have appropriate shoes and a hat for
all lessons. For swimming, students are expected to have appropriate swimwear, goggles and a swimming cap.
If students have PE class scheduled for the first period of the day, they are permitted to wear their school PE uniform to school. Students are required to bring their school uniform to change into after their class. Students must
change, at the end of their PE class into their school uniform for the rest of the day. ISHCMC PE clothing may not
be worn as a substitute for school uniform clothing. If students have PE during Period 4 they are not required to
change back into school uniform.

Non-Uniform Expectations
On occasion ISHCMC has non-uniform or themed days. We ask students to respect this by wearing appropriate
clothing. The school administration reserves final judgment on issues related to dress code and appropriateness.
Students may be asked to change clothes if clothing is inappropriate or distracting to their learning environment.
Some guidelines are:
• Slogans or logos on clothing must not be inappropriate.
• Beachwear and lycra/spandex is not permitted.
• The length of skirts or shorts must extend below the student’s fingertips when the student’s arms are extended at the student’s sides.
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• Shoulders must be covered and the midriff region of the body must not be visible.
• Sleepwear or pyjama pants are not permitted.
• Flip-flops and open sandals may not be worn.

General Appearance
Make-up, hair coloring and nail varnish are acceptable but must be subtle and natural looking. Hair should be
neat, clean and conservative so as not to distract from learning. Students should not have visible tattoos or excessive piercings. Earrings and jewelry must not represent a health risk of any sort.

Nutrition
The hot and humid climate in Vietnam makes it important for students to be hydrated at all times for safety purposes. All students must bring a water bottle to school each day. Cups from the Global Café are to be used on the
ground floor only.
We understand that good nutrition and a balanced diet affect motivation and concentration levels. A good variety of healthy and delicious food choices are available daily at the ISHCMC cafeteria. The school supervises the
canteen operations to ensure that quality standards are maintained. Please see the Global Café for information
on how to order lunch and weekly menus.
Breakfast offerings include a healthy breakfast bar with a selection of fruit, yoghurt and cereals. Snacks options
include smoothies, natural fruit juices and baked goods made with wholemeal flour, oats and grains. Daily lunch
options consist of Asian or Western hot gourmet meals, a themed salad bar, a soup counter serving traditional
Asian soups, and a made-to-order sandwich or taco bar. We provide students with a varied daily selection enabling them to make their own good choices. Students also have the option to bring their own lunch.
For the safety of all students, our campus is nut and soda/soft drink-free. Additionally, students cannot have food
delivered to campus. Parents are asked not to bring food or desserts to school to celebrate student birthdays and
events.
Besides water in a water bottle, no food or drinks are allowed in the main building. Grade 11 and 12 students can
bring food and drink to the DP Common Room.

Transportation
ISHCMC offers a bus service to many parts of Ho Chi Minh City. Please contact transport@ishcmc.edu.vn for more
information. When you register for a bus service you will be given a bus number and the phone number for the
bus attendant. If your child is not taking the bus please contact the bus attendant on that day. Buses will depart
on time.

Student Transportation
We are committed to the safety and wellbeing of all our school community. Parents and students are expected
to be aware of the Vietnamese laws and school expectations with regard to students transporting themselves to
school. ISHCMC regards these rules as extremely important as it is our responsibility for the safety of our students.
The laws are:
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Motorcycles:
• 50cc and below, the rider must be at least 16 years of age. There is no license required.
• Above 50cc, the rider must be at least 18 years of age. A license is required.
• All riders must get an ISHCMC registration sticker to park a motorcycle on campus.
Cars: The driver must be 18 or over. A license is required.
Bicycles: All riders are required to wear appropriate helmet protection when riding to and from school.
*All students and parents are expected to follow these school transportation expectations. Repeated infringements will result in the withdrawal of rights to use the school parking facilities.

Information & Media Center
For students to be information-literate they must be engaged in extended, inquiry-based research. The Information and Media Center provides students and teachers the opportunity to develop information literacy and digital
technology literacy.
The Information and Media Center’s goals are:
• To provide students, staff, and families with open, non-restricted access to a varied, high-quality collection
of reading materials in multiple formats that reflect academic needs and personal interests.
• To practice responsive collection development and support print-rich environments that reflect the curriculum and the diverse learning needs of the school community.
The Information and Media Center requires students/teachers/parents to present their ID card to check out materials. Parents can check out up to seven books and renew them for a two week period. The Information and Media
Center opens daily at 7:30am and closes at 5:00pm.

Student Advisory
Students have advisory time with their advisory class at the end of each day, except on Wednesday when there is
CAS time. Student advisory time is designed to help students to develop:
• Personal and emotional skills and understandings of others
• Approaches to learning skills
• A deeper understanding of the Learner Profile and its place within their lives
• A strong sense of community and participate in engaging events/activities around the House structure

Houses
We recognize the importance of the Advisory grouping for the social development of our students. There are four
Houses at ISHCMC: Buffaloes (blue), Cobras (red), Dragons (green), and Tigers (yellow). Each student is allocated
a House when they arrive at ISHCMC and we aim to maintain students of the same family within the same House.
Where possible, we endeavor to ensure a balance of genders and nationalities whilst ensuring friendship groupings are maintained.
Any given student is allocated to the same House for all of their time at ISHCMC. Each House endeavours to
work together as a team to add a sense of ‘togetherness’ across the school. Advisory teachers are responsible
for striving toward the cohesive formation of this community by allowing the atmosphere and ethos of a House
to grow within, and across, their Advisory classes. All House activities are student-driven and many aspects of
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school life can contribute to the success of the House system. House is overseen by the Co-curricular Coordinator
and House-related events and activities are facilitated by teachers, events staff, marketing and communications
teams, and students, wherever applicable and necessary.

Student Executive Team (SET)
The SET is an elected council of students who serve the community by leading the structure and functioning of
student leadership across the school. Their role in school events and initiatives is a supportive one by which they
empower those around them to amplify school spirit. The SET works closely with all student leaders and acts as
the governing body of student-led activities. Their connection with those leaders is done through formal and informal meetings that focus on idea generation, planning, accountability, and feedback to promote student voice
from all areas of the school.

Grade 12 Privileges
At ISHCMC, we recognize that Grade 12 students need to be prepared for the learning environment of universities
and workplaces. With the increased burden of study upon Grade 12 students, a degree of flexibility in time management can be helpful in supporting sensible study habits.
One of the ways in which we do this is to offer a Grade 12 privilege system, as follows:
• Students who do not have scheduled class in period one may come to campus at the morning break. All
students must be on campus for period two whether they have a class or not. Students must sign in at the
Secondary office before going to class.
• Students who do not have a scheduled class for period four can leave campus at the end of their Period 3
class. All students must be on campus for period three, whether they have a class or not for period 3. Students must sign out at the Secondary office before leaving.
• Students who have a free study period may go to the DP Study Lounge, library, or cafeteria during periods
1-4.
• Each Friday, Grade 12 students are entitled to a “Casual Friday” where they are not required to wear school
uniform, unless this conflicts with a school event. Clothing worn on “Casual Friday” must adhere to “Non-Uniform Expectations” in the dress code.
Please be aware that the privileges of coming to school late or leaving campus early do not apply when:
• There are special schedules involving shortened periods due to school assemblies or school wide events
• A teacher requests to meet a student to discuss an issue
Eligibility:
• Parents give their permission for their son/daughter to participate.
• Grade 12 privilege must be earned. Only students who matriculate from Grade 11 in good academic and behavioral standing are eligible to start Grade 12 with this privilege.
• Good academic and behavioral standing is defined as the student not having been placed on a Contract for
Learning or Behavioral Contract during the second semester of their Grade 11 year.
• Students must maintain good attendance, academic and behavioral standing to remain eligible.
Students are trusted to use the time when they are not expected on campus wisely. We ask them to remember
that, at all times, they are to adhere to the Code of Conduct and remain role models for our school. The ultimate
decision on eligibility lies with the Secondary school leadership team.
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Learning Beyond The
Classroom
Philosophy
Students who participate in activities beyond the classroom enjoy a wide range of benefits such as: academic
achievement, school attendance, self-confidence, character development and social adjustment. It is important
to ensure a balance between after-school activities and academic responsibilities. To support students to sustain
this equilibrium, the school will provide counsel to any students who may need additional guidance.

Creativity, Activity and Service
All ISHCMC Secondary students participate in a wide range of experiences through our CAS program. The IB
program describes CAS as:
“CAS enables students to demonstrate attributes of the IB learner profile in real and practical ways, to grow as
unique individuals and to recognize their role in relation to others.”
IBO Creativity, Activity Service Guide
The IB defines the strands of CAS as:
Creativity — exploring and extending ideas leading to an original or interpretive product or performance
Activity — physical exertion contributing to a healthy balanced lifestyle and sense of wellbeing
Service — collaborative and reciprocal engagement with the community in response to an authentic need
ISHCMC Athletic Teams
ISHCMC sports teams are recognized within Vietnam and abroad for their integrity, ability and sense of fair play.
We have created programs that allow many children to compete, whether they are experienced or beginners. Our
sports include:
• Basketball (U19 & U14)
• Football (U19 & U14)
• Volleyball (U19 & U14)
• Swimming
• Track & Field
• Cross Country
If you have any questions about activities or sports please contact Mr. Ramon Ornelas - Athletics & Activities
Director - at RamonOrnelas@ishcmc.edu.vn
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Performing & Creative Arts
ISHCMC believes that creativity is a critical part of developing 21st century skills and consequently there are many
different options to explore. We offer a full range of courses in The Arts including Drama/Theater, Media/Film,
Music and Visual Arts. There are also numerous extra-curricular options such as performing in our orchestra, one
of the many bands, in one of the productions or developing artistic talents through a club or society.

CAS Week
At the end of the first semester, all Secondary students in Grades 6–12 travel to various parts of Vietnam and
Southeast Asia as part of our commitment to the IB CAS programme. In the recent past, students have visited
Madagui; Hoi An; Phu Ninh; Da Lat; Hoi An; Quang Binh and Telanus, Indonesia. We are adding options for courses
in Laos for students in Grade 10–11 in 2019. Students traveling within Vietnam have fees covered through school
tuition. Students choosing to travel outside of Vietnam will have an additional fee - please see the CAS Week
handbook for more information.
CAS Week is an incremental experiential program where the students participate in various activities and
challenges which produce a range of outcomes such as:
• Developing self-awareness
• Building confidence and self-esteem
• Cultural awareness
• Social connections
• Fostering various skills such as independence and teamwork.
The ‘CAS Week Experience’ is required for graduation from ISHCMC. In addition to meeting the CAS Week
Experience requirements, students must meet the following three criteria to receive graduation credit:

Act
Concrete Experience
Facts (What
Happened?)
Theory of Action
Apply
Active
Experimentation
Futures (What Will I
Do?)
Implement Revised
Theory

Reflect
Relective Observation
Feelings (What Did I
Experience?)
Assess Behavior &
Consequences
Conceptualize
Abstract
Conceptualization
Findings (Why Did This
Happen?)
Revise Theory
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Students must participate in at least one course in Vietnam in grades 10-11.
Rationale: Vietnam is a diverse, wonderful country to explore and learn more about as either a Vietnamese
national or part of a host-country awareness experience for non-Vietnamese students.
Students who enter ISHCMC before the end of the first semester of Grade 9 must pass at least three years of CAS
Week courses to earn credit for the “CAS Week Experience”. Students who enter ISHCMC after the first semester of
Grade 9 must complete at least two years of CAS Week courses to earn credit for the ‘CAS Week Experience’.
Rationale: We understand that unexpected events can occur affecting a student’s health, family, etc. that may
result in an excused absence from a CAS Week course in any given year. However, participation is expected of
every ISHCMC student each year.
Students may not repeat a CAS Week course.
Rationale: We believe the goals of CAS Week are achieved through participation in a variety of courses.

Extra-Curricular Eligibility Policy
ISHCMC encourages all students to follow their passions and be actively involved in extra-curricular experiences.
It is important that a balance is created and maintained. This means that it is important that students are in
good standing academically when they participate, particularly when they miss learning time. Therefore ISHCMC
has eligibility criteria for students who are participating in extra-curricular activities. Full details are in this policy
document, for further questions, see the Principal or Athletics Director.
Participating students must be aware that they are responsible for collecting work they will miss during the trip
and for completing this work on a date agreed with their teacher(s). Failure to do so may jeopardise participation
in future trips. Additionally, inappropriate behavior at school or away from school may lead to the suspension of
extra-curricular privilege
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Culture of Care
Student Support Services
The Student Support Services team ‘energizes, engages
and empowers’ all community members to remove barriers
and open doors to provide opportunities to flourish. The
team consists of the Secondary Vice Principal, the Leader of
Learning of the Student Support Services team and Learning
Support teacher, Secondary counselors and English as an
Additional Language (EAL) support teachers.

Learning
Support
Social
Emotional
Support

IB Core
EAL
Support

Student Support Service

Learning Support (LS)
The LS team aims to develop student self-management and self-advocacy skills needed for independent learning
in order to successfully access the mainstream curriculum.
As a team, we:
• Share responsibilities with subject teachers to
create an environment that supports the needs of
all students.
• Support diverse student learning needs by
differentiated instruction and development of
learning strategies.
• Communicate with parents, students and
teachers as well as outside agencies as needed.
• Provide opportunities before and after school for
students to access support.

ILP
Implemented
Psycoeducational
Assessment on File
Targeted Short Term Interventions
Differentiated Support in the Classroom

Approach to Learning Support

We believe that students are best helped when there is a team approach based on individual needs and the
relevant classroom teacher(s), informed by a three tiers

ILP
Implemented
Targeted Short
Term Interventions
Differentiated
Support in the Classroom

English as an Additional Language
Support (EAL)
The EAL programme identifies those students
who may have difficulty in accessing some, or
all, of the mainstream curriculum. It supports
students’ English language development in
order to improve their learning outcomes in
general. EAL also uses a three-tier approach.

Approach to English as an Additional
Language
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School Counseling
ISHCMC employs counselors to work closely with the rest of the Student Support Services team, teachers and
if necessary outside specialists, often in group meetings to ensure that students at each grade level receive the
information and support they need to achieve their goals. The counselors offer support and direction in the
following areas:
Personal, Social and Emotional Development Counseling provides students with:
• Support in their social development
• Support in developing social skills, interpersonal skills and achieving academic goals
• The skills to deal with the range of challenges faced as growing adolescents.
University and Career Counseling provides students with:
• Support with academic planning and course selection
• Information and assistance in their university application process
• Post-Secondary career/educational information and choices.

Wellbeing Programs
In addition, counselors play a key role in the development and delivery of the wellbeing programs:
Advisory is a class in which all Secondary students will develop relationship skills to be a successful member of
a diverse community with a specific focus on caring for others. These skills are further fostered by the vertical
structure of advisory classes. Grades 6-7, Grades 8-10 and Grades 11–12 are combined in advisory groups with
members of their House teams. This grouping allows students to build relationships to make ISHCMC a more
caring community.

Student Visitors
Students wishing to have a student from another school visit must obtain prior permission by contacting the
relevant Assistant Principal (Grades 6-8: joannesmith@ishcmc.edu.vn or Grades 9-12: dylancitrin@ishcmc.edu.vn)
at least one day before the student visits the campus. Permission will normally be granted for a maximum of two
school days during which the visitor will accompany the host to classes and be subject to school regulations.
The host student is expected to take full responsibility for the visiting student. Visiting students are asked to either
wear school uniform or colors and style that match as close as possible to the school uniform. Uniforms can be
borrowed from the Secondary office.

Health and Wellness Center
ISHCMC employs professionally trained and licensed medical personnel. They serve the school by providing First
Aid assistance for students requiring attention in the event of a minor injury while they are at school. Health records
are maintained on all students and are kept in the Clinic.
If any student becomes unwell or injured while at school, the Clinic staff will provide basic First Aid care to the
student. In case of an emergency, parents will be called to pick up the student, or in severe cases, an ambulance
will be called and the student will be escorted to Family Medical Practice, District 2. If further information is required
please contact the Health Center at nurse@ishcmc.edu.vn.
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Safety and Security
The safety and security of all our students is of paramount concern. ISHCMC is dedicated to providing a safe
and secure learning environment for all our students. All entrances to the campus are monitored by our security
personnel, who ask for identification from all adults entering the campus. Towards this goal, students should not
enter any campus space that is not supervised.

Parent or Guardian Absent
If parents or guardians are travelling and a child is remaining at home alone please inform the Secondary office and
tell us who is taking responsibility for your child during this time. We need to be aware of your child’s circumstances
should they need any support from us.

Property and Lockers
We believe that ISHCMC is a safe school whose students are respectful of each other and each other’s property.
However, as in any social environment, we also stress that individuals need to be vigilant with regard to ensuring
the safety and security of their personal property. ISHCMC is not responsible for valuables that are lost or stolen
on campus or when on school trips. All personal items of value should remain with the student or in the student’s
locker that has a lock on it. The lockers in the PE locker room cannot be locked, so items of value should not be
placed in the PE locker room. All school property issued to students should be handled with care and respect.
Students are responsible for replacing and damaged or lost items, including books and sports uniforms. Students
must respect school property and the property of others by not going into classrooms that are unattended or
going into the personal lockers of other students.

STUDENTS
SHOULD

Always keep their belongings with them or in their locker
Ensure their lockers are locked and the combination number is private
Put their names on personal belongings
Not bring to school more money than they require for the school day
Remember electronic devices are not allowed to be used during class time, unless
with teacher approval

Procedure for thefts
In case of theft students should:
• Report immediately to the relevant Secondary Assistant Principal.
• The Assistant Principal will investigate by contacting security and teachers who might have been in the area
and check CCTV.

Lost and Found
The school operates a ‘lost and found’ deposit area. The main one on the Secondary Campus is located in the
grey cabinet in the canteen area on the ground floor. Items of personal property that are lost and consequently
recovered can be collected here. Electronic items and items of significant value are taken to the Secondary office.
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Child Safety and the UN Convention on the Rights
of the Child
ISHCMC adheres to the 54 Articles of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. These rights are clear that
all children have the same rights. All the rights are connected to each other, and all are equally important.
At ISHCMC, we think about rights in terms of what is the best for children in a situation, and what is critical
to life and protection from harm.
We recognize that the safety and welfare of all our students, whatever their age, gender, ability, culture, ethnic
origin, religion or social status, is vital. All our students have a right to a safe and secure environment. ISHCMC has
a duty to care for all of our students, incorporating safeguarding, risk assessment, health and safety procedures
and pastoral care.
At ISHCMC, Child Safety and the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child falls under the umbrella of Cognita’s
Safeguarding Policy.

Cognita Safeguarding Policy Statement
Safeguarding children describes the action we take to promote the welfare of children and to protect them from
harm. We believe that safeguarding children is everyone’s responsibility and that everyone who comes into contact
with children and families has a role to play.

We define safeguarding as:
•
•
•
•

Protecting children from maltreatment
Preventing the impairment of a child’s health or development
Ensuring that children grow up in circumstances consistent with the provision of safe and effective care
Taking action to enable all children to have the best outcomes (Cognita Safeguarding policy and guidelines
manual 2014)

We are a listening school using the 3 P’s approach
• Protect
• Prevent
• Promote
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Student Rights &
Responsibilities
Our Philosophy
All students have the right to be treated with respect, courtesy and consideration by every other student, teacher,
or any other person in the ISHCMC community. Students have the right to know what the expectations and rules
are, to appeal when they feel unfairly treated, or when they think that no objective hearing has been allowed.
However, it should be accepted that teachers and the school have the authority to ensure the safety and learning
environments are always for the benefit of everyone concerned. If a student feels that a particular rule or judgment
is unfair, he/she may appeal as described below.

Student Complaints and Grievances
Most complaints and grievances can and must be resolved at the level at which they arise between the student
and the teacher or other school employee, or as necessary with the help of an Assistant Principal or Secondary
Principal. In all cases student complaints should be dealt with courteously and promptly, preferably within two
school days after the student raises the matter. If the Principal cannot resolve the matter, the student may consult
the Head of School.

Searches
A search of student property in school or during school sponsored activities - including but not limited to lockers
or a student’s backpack - may be made at the discretion of the Assistant Principals or Secondary Principal, if a
reasonable suspicion arises of suspected theft or that items considered illegal, dangerous, disruptive, or a general
nuisance to the educational process. Personal searches of students, only when absolutely necessary, may be
made only in the presence of two adults, and one should be of the same sex as the student being searched.

Behavior of Students Off-Campus
The behavior of students off-campus is a reflection on our school and although those behaviors are the responsibility
of the individual student and parents, students must continually be aware, however, that they are always the
representatives of ISHCMC in the larger community and should conduct themselves in such a manner. Behavior
off-campus that negatively reflects on the school community may be investigated by the school administration.
The school reserves the right to apply appropriate consequences following the investigation.
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Attendance
ISHCMC believes that attendance is an essential aspect for learning. The goal of each student should be to attend
180 school days listed in the school calendar in order to optimize their learning opportunities. Universities around
the world note the number of missed school days as an indicator of student commitment and time management.
Absences are one of the factors that predict success at university and can affect the admission process. Students
and families should take great care and only obstruct school attendance when absolutely necessary. Please be
informed that the attendance is reported on all official transcripts.
Persistent absences can result in:
• Increased stress upon the student who must catch up missed work
• Problems within student relationships if a student cannot fulfil group class/homework commitments
• Gaps in the student’s learning because a student does not receive the extended opportunity to be in a
developmental learning environment

Absences
• The subject teachers mark attendance at the start of each lesson.
• Students who arrive to class more than 15 minutes after the start will be marked absent from that class.
• The attendance officer (Secondary office) will call the parents of absent students if we haven’t received
notification by 9:30am.
• The attendance officer will change the recording to ‘Excused Absence’ when a note, phone call, or email has
been received from the parents or guardian.
• If no such communication is received or if the reasons for the absence do not fall under one of the criteria for
an ‘Excused Absence’, the absence will be marked as an ‘Unexcused Absence’.
• All absences will be listed as unexcused until a note is received. Students must submit a note to the Secondary
attendance officer within two days upon returning to school.
• Doctor’s notes are required for health-related absences of more than two days.
• Students who miss school for any reason (excused or unexcused) are responsible for making up all missed
classwork.
• If a student has consistent attendance issues, then the relevant Assistant Principal will meet with the parents,
and the student may be placed on an attendance contract.
• A parent conference will be requested and the student may be placed on an attendance contract if a child
is in danger of not being promoted to the next grade due to excessive absences.

Tardiness
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Late students sign in on arrival with the front gate security.
Students are then directed to the Secondary office for a late slip and to sign in with the attendance officer.
Students will give their teacher the late pass.
Teachers may assign initial consequences to the student for tardiness.
The Secondary office will monitor student tardies (late to class).
Five tardies for any class will be counted as one unexcused absence from that class.
Tardiness to the start of the school day could result in a daily detention hall.
• If this consequence is missed then the student will serve an after-school detention.
• If this is missed then a saturday detention could be required.
• Consistent concerns with punctuality to school could be addressed through the following protocols:
• Three tardies to school: parents will be contacted via email by the attendance officer and the
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correspondence will be added to students file as ‘code of conduct’.
• Five tardies to school: the attendance officer informs the relevant Grade-Level Leader who will contact
the parents and add a letter to file as ‘code of conduct.’
• Seven times to school: the attendance officer schedules an appointment with parents and students
with respective Assistant Principal. A behavior contract will likely be drafted and enforced.
• Subsequent tardies will be addressed on a case-by-case basis, reflected on the student’s attendance
record.

Family Support
While every possible allowance is made for students who are absent due to illness, unavoidable doctor
appointments, family emergency, religious observance, visa trips, or participation in a school-sponsored activity,
we stress that absences resulting from extended vacation and family trips are inappropriate reasons to miss
school. Parents are asked to contact the attendance officer at least 24 hours before any appointments (preferably
before) that affect school attendance. Without adequate advance notice or if the reason for the absence is not
satisfactory to the school, we reserve the right to record any absences as unexcused.

Attendance
Excused Absences
Absences are considered excused when they meet any of the
following conditions:

• Attending school sponsored activities
• Illness or injury prevents the student from physically attending
school

• Local health professional orders the isolation of the student
• Death of an immediate family member
• Emergency medical, dental or other similar emergency
appointment approved by the Secondary Vice Principal

• Student is observing an event specifically required by the
religion of the student or student’s parents

• Student is obtaining a visa or fulfilling other Vietnamese
residency requirements

• A reason not listed above that has been approved in advance
by the Secondary Principal

Unexcused Absences
Absences are considered unexcused when
they fail to meet any of the conditions listed
under Excused Absences. Below is a list of
absences that ISHCMC regards as illegitimate
reasons to be absent from school:

• Test preparation or assignment
completion

• Transportation problems
• Educational courses or camps overseas
or in country
• Family vacations and visits
• Healthcare visits that could be arranged
outside school hours
• A reason not listed deemed illegitimate by
the Secondary Principal

Pre-Planned Absence
If a student is going to be absent from school, it is the family’s responsibility to inform the school well in advance of
the event and allow the student and their teacher time to prepare and collect the work they will miss.The student
must also complete the ‘Pre-Planned Absence’ form available from the Secondary office. The school reserves the
right to call a meeting with parents to discuss the reasons and consequences of the absence. The school reserves
the right to mark any absences as ‘Unexcused’.

Leaving School Early
If a student needs to leave campus before the end of the school day, their parents must inform the Secondary
office at least 24 hours before and complete the ‘Short-Term Absence’ form. The student must notify the relevant
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teachers and collect any work. It is unacceptable to miss assessments for a short term absence. Please note that
Grade 12 students eligible for Grade 12 privileges are expected to follow the sign-out procedure referred to in the
Grade 12 privileges section.

Planned School Trips and Activities
Students who are absent from a class for a planned school trip or activity are expected to complete a ‘Planned
Absence’ form and made arrangements with individual teachers prior to the absence. Permission to participate in
activities that require missing days from school will be decided on a case-by-case basis. A planned absence does
not excuse students from class work prior to the absence. If a major assessment is due during a planned absence,
the student should make arrangements with the teacher to complete the work prior to the anticipated absence.
Changing due dates for existing classwork is at the discretion of the individual teacher.

Prolonged Excused Absences
For absences due to illness of more than two consecutive days, students are required to present a medical
certificate. After three days of absence the school will provide the student with the work they have missed,
providing the student is well enough to complete it. Upon returning to school, the student will need to complete
any assessments missed in order to receive credit for the course. The type of work and the time frame within which
it must be completed is at the discretion of the individual teacher and IB Coordinator.

Participation in After-school Activities
Students must be present for the whole school day in order to participate in after-school activities scheduled for
that day, unless they provide a valid written reason for their non-attendance to the relevant Assistant Principal.
Late Work/Make-Up Work/Missing Exams and Summative Assessment Pieces
Students who are absent from school or class, regardless of the reason, are responsible for making up all missed
classwork. It is the responsibility of the student to meet with individual teachers and make arrangements to
complete missed work. Please see the section on Academics earlier in the handbook for more information.

Missing Formal Internal Examinations
Unless there are exceptional circumstances, students who miss formal internal examinations will not be able to
make them up outside the published examination schedule. The Absence Appeals Committee (see below) will meet
to decide on such cases. Students who missed and were unable to make-up their formal internal examinations
will be allocated a No Grade Awarded (NGA) comment on their semester Evaluation of Learning. Please see the
section on Academics earlier in the handbook for more information.
Please note that as part of the examination schedule there are “Make-Up Days’’ placed immediately following the
final examination date. This is to allow students with examination clashes or acceptable legitimate reasons to sit
their examinations within the published examination schedule. For Diploma Exams please see the IB Handbook.

Missing Assessments
Assessments for each Secondary course must be completed by all students. If a student is absent on the day a key
assessment is due, the student will attend Academic Intervention before or after school for up to two days once
the student returns to school. At the end of those two days, the work must be submitted, regardless if it is fully
complete or not; this is done to ensure students do not get behind on assessments for other classes. Please see the
section on Academics earlier in the handbook for more information
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Skipping class
A student is regarded as skipping class if he or she is in school but misses a scheduled class or event without
permission in advance from a teacher or an Assistant Principal. A student is also skipping class if a student has not
come to school when the parent believes their child is on campus. Skipping class is a serious offence as it affects
the learning potential of the student. As well as the academic consequences, students will be allocated behavioral
consequences and the incident(s) documented in the student’s file. The Assistant Principal may also request a
conference with the student and parents and the student may be placed on a behavior contract.

Absence Appeal Committee
During the course of the year there may be events that are beyond a student’s control that may cause excess
absence from school. The ‘Absence Appeal Committee’ will review such instances on a case-by-case basis

Consequences for unexcused absences are the following:
After 3 unexcused absences,
students will receive a
warning letter from the
teacher.

After 5 unexcused absences,
students will receive a
detention from the teacher.

After 8 unexcused absences,
parents will be called and the
student will be put on a behavioral
contract by the Vice Principal.

All students are expected to monitor their absences through ManageBac and notify immediately the
Secondary office if there are questions related to attendance records.
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Note: Students who are bullied, who bully others,
or who witness bullying will receive the necessary
support so they can learn effective strategies for
interacting positively with others and for promoting
positive peer dynamics.
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At ISHCMC we recognize that bullying, whether it is
physical, cyber or emotional, can have a significant
impact on student safety, learning and the school
climate. Therefore a bullying offence has a range
of consequences, which may include
suspension or exclusion. Possible reasons for
suspension or exclusion may include the following:
• Violent acts
• Previous instances of bullying
• If the student’s continuing presence at
ISHCMC creates, in the school’s opinion, an
unacceptable risk to the safety of another
person. In this situation, the ISHCMC
administration may suspend or exclude the
student.

Bias

Maintaining strong relationships – Anti-bullying
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Definition of Bullying
Bullying means aggressive and typically repeated behavior by a student. The behavior is intended to:
• Cause repeated harm, fear or distress to another individual, which may include physical, psychological,
• social or academic harm, can also include damage to the individual’s reputation or to their property.
• Create a negative environment at ISHCMC for another individual that may or may not include the use of
technology.

Cyberthreats and Cyberbullying
Cyberthreats are either direct threats or distressing material that raises concerns or provides clues that the person
is emotionally upset and may be considering harming someone, including harm to self. Cyberbullying is being cruel
to others by sending or posting harmful material or engaging in other forms of social cruelty using the Internet or
other digital technologies. Cyberbullying can take different forms, including:
• Flaming. Online “fights” using electronic messages with angry and vulgar language.
• Harassment. Repeatedly sending offensive, rude, and insulting messages.
• Denigration. “Dissing” someone online or in some other public forum. Sending or posting cruel gossip or
rumors about a person to damage his or her reputation or friendships. This includes sharing “opinions”
about students, teachers, or school in public forums.
• Impersonation. Breaking into someone’s account, posing as that person and sending messages to make the
person look bad, get that person in trouble or danger, or damage that person’s reputation or friendships.
• Outing and Trickery. Sharing someone’s secrets or embarrassing information or images online. Tricking
someone into revealing secrets or embarrassing information which is shared online.
• Blackmail. Threatening to reveal or make public information about a person that is either not true or
damages the reputation of the person if a person does not do something.
• Exclusion. Intentionally excluding someone from an online group, like a “friend list.”
• Cyberstalking. Repeatedly sending messages that include threats of harm or are highly intimidating.
• Engaging in other online activities that make a person afraid for his or her safety.

Reporting Bullying Incidents to Staff and its Consequences
In cases of bullying, the incident(s) will be recorded by staff following the ISHCMC Student Support Services Referral
Process or in the case of serious bullying the Counselor and the relevant Assistant Principal will be informed of this
immediately. In these serious cases parents will be informed and asked to come in for a meeting to discuss the
problem.
Bullying behavior or threats of bullying will be investigated promptly and measures taken to stop it. Attempts will
be made to help the students to change their behavior. Counseling and/or other support will be offered to those
who have been bullied, to empower them so that they may be able to stop bullying before it begins.
ISHCMC understands that students may feel fear and are reticent in reporting an incident and therefore pledge to
implement protective measures. We encourage and will support all students who speak out in the safety of other
students. The safety of the student reporting an incident of bullying will be a driving factor in the school’s response.
The school has a range of measures to use in our response to a bullying or harassment incident. These can include,
but are not limited to: counseling, parental involvement and permanent expulsion from the school.
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ISHCMC Code of Conduct and Expectations
ISHCMC provides a positive academic, and caring social environment that emphasizes the development of the
whole child, within an intercultural community. To this end, we support and encourage an attitude of individual
and group responsibility towards maintaining the quality of life within the school community. The code of behavior
expected from our students rests on three basic rules: respect for one’s self, respect for others, and respect for the
property of all.
School expectations and rules are logical extensions of these three basic expectations. All our students have
the right to a quality education and learning environment. No one individual or group should interfere with this
process. Students are expected to be respectful, responsible and should be reflective of their actions.

Regulations and Procedures
Disciplinary consequences and processes are designed to foster good behavior rather than react to inappropriate
behavior. Consequences involve consideration for individual circumstances within the context of respect for the
safety and wellbeing of the entire school community.
Teachers will do their best to address and resolve issues which come to their attention. The Assistant Principal and
Principal together have the responsibility to make the final decision in relation to consequences for inappropriate
behavior.
The behavior modification procedures of our school will be educational in nature, and are designed to ensure all
students enjoy learning in an environment free from distraction and intimidation.

Our procedures aim to:
• Recognize and promote responsible and positive behavior
• Provide a consistent approach to managing inappropriate behavior by applying fair and logical
consequences
• Encourage students to take responsibility for their own behavior by teaching and promoting problem
solving, conflict management skills and the IB learner profile
• Encourage students to learn to reflect on their own behavior
• Promote the IB learner profile attributes in order to encourage students to have a positive influence in our
community by being respectful and responsible citizens at the school community.

Relationship with Technology
ISHCMC strongly believes that students develop important relationship skills in authentic social situations. During
unstructured time, students should engage in face-to-face social interaction with others away from electronic
devices (laptops and mobile phones). As such, students are expected not to use their phones during the school
day. We understand that mobile phones are useful for communication, but they can also impede the development
of interpersonal relationships as well as become a distraction to the overall learning environment. Technology that
is not essential to learning should be left at home.
Mobile phones are only permitted in class when teachers clearly express that they can be used to assist in the
learning process. At ISHCMC student learning is paramount, mobile phone use infractions therefore, will be dealt
with accordingly, ranging from a simple warning to confiscation of the mobile phone. We ask parents or guardians
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not to call or message students during the school day to preserve the integrity of the learning environment. In
emergency situations, please contact the Secondary office who will relay messages to students expediently.
Taking photos or filming others without their permission is not allowed.

Language Use
English is the common language of the ISHCMC community so to avoid students from feeling excluded, English
should be spoken in all ISHCMC classes except modern language classes or with the teacher’s permission.
Mutual courtesy and respect between students as well as absolute respect for ISHCMC teachers, security
personnel and staff is expected at all times. Offensive or disrespectful communication should not be used under
any circumstances.
Falsification of information or misrepresenting the truth in words or documents is not allowed, including accessing
Google or SEQTA from another student’s account.

Substances
Smoking, drugs and alcohol are strictly forbidden. This includes possession or use, in or around ISHCMC or
ISHCMC-sponsored events and school trips.

Public Displays of Affection (PDA)
The school recognizes that genuine feelings of affection may exist between students; however, the public display
of affection on campus is inappropriate. Students should refrain from behavior such as intimate embraces, and
similar actions which might be offensive to our students, parents or faculty and staff. This applies on campus, on
school transportation, and at all school events.

Behavior Consequences and Processes
Infractions of school expectations and our handbook could be addressed on a case-by-case basis, but will likely
follow protocols detailed below.

Examples of Behaviors
Tier 1
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disruption of class
Disrespectful behavior
Dress code
Swearing
Failure to meet academic deadlines
Missed learning
Inappropriate use of technology or
language
• Tardy to school or class
• Use of the elevator
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Possible responses
• ‘Code of Conduct’ entered in the student’s file.
• Conduct will be addressed with the student by a
teacher or advisor.
• A Detention with classroom teacher or advisor
could be assigned
• Students may be required to attend a tutorial
before or after school.

Tier
2

Tier 3

•
•
•
•
•
•

Repeated Tier 1 behaviors
Academic dishonesty
Indirect bullying
Persistent tardiness to class
Repeated classroom behavior
Academic misconduct 1st offense

• ‘Code of Conduct’ entered in the student’s file.
• Conduct will be addressed by the Grade-level

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Repeated tier 1 & 2 behaviors
Unsafe behavior
Substance abuse
Bullying
Malicious use of technology
Ongoing Attendance concerns
Vandalism
Physical altercation

• ‘Code of Conduct’ entered in the student’s file.
• Conduct will be addressed by the Assistant

leader or Leader of Learning
• A Detention could be assigned
• Students may be required to attend a tutorial
before or after school.
• Parent meeting with teacher, Leader of Leader,
Grade Level leader and Assistant Principal

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Principal
Parent meeting with teacher, Leader of Leader,
Grade-Level leader and Assistant Principal
Behavior Contract
In-school suspension
Out-of-school suspension
Meeting with Principal or Head of School
Exclusion of Student
Forfeiture of tuition fees

Further clarification of terms
Detention:
Detention may be imposed by a teacher or administrator. The detention may involve staying on after school or
during lunchtime or recess. If the detention is after school parents will be notified prior to the detention.
Behavior Contract:
Students may be placed on disciplinary probation following a conference between the student, parent(s) or
guardian, and the administration.
Suspension:
Behavior that deviates from accepted standards as judged by the administration will lead to suspension from
one to a maximum of five school days by the Assistant Principal. A student that has been assigned an out of
school suspension cannot return to school until a conference is held between the administration and the student,
parent(s) or guardian. Suspended students must complete all work and communicate with teachers.
Exclusion of student:
Very serious and/or multiple offences may lead to exclusion. This action shall only be taken after due consideration
and consultation between the Head of School, the student, and the parent(s) or guardian. The final decision
concerning exclusion lies with the Head of School.
Forfeiture of tuition fees:
If a student is suspended or excluded, tuition fees for the period of suspension or for the remainder of the term
after exclusion will not be refunded.
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Contact us
Primary Campus
28 Vo Truong Toan Street, An Phu Ward, District 2, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Secondary Campus
1 Xuan Thuy Street, Thao Dien Ward, District 2, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Tel: (84-28) 3898 9100 - Fax: (84-28) 3898 9382
Email: admissions@ishcmc.edu.vn

